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Introduction 
 

Research of various network traffic types proves that 
it is self-similar. Therefore, recently many works and 
fundamental monography is devoted to its research [3]. 
Self-similar traffic influence on communication devices, 
such as network switchboards, concentrators and network 
servers, lead to sharp decrease in their functioning quality, 
comparing to operating mode in conditions of traditional 
streams of packets and queries. It reveals in throughput 
reduction of network nodes, insufficiency of buffer 
memory and increase of denial of service stream. Usually 
all researches of self-similar traffic influence were made in 
stationary operating mode of switched devices.  

Authors of the given work observed not less 
interesting displays of self-similar traffic at inclusion of 
communication devices in work, when load swing arise 
and certain time - relaxation time - was required for device 
to enter into a normal stationary operating mode. 

Therefore in the given work the attention is given to a 
non-stationary operating mode of communication devices. 

In this case the model for research is cyclic closed 
model consisting of terminal system and a network server 
which common solution has been developed by H. 
Kobayashi [2]. The model has been modified with the 
purpose of creation a stream of queries to a server which is 
coming nearer to self-similar. 

As a result of research data about transient process 
durations, utilization of buffer memory and probability of 
incoming query denial of service depending on server load 
have been obtained. 

 
Mathematical model 
 

For system behavior analysis in transitive non-
stationary operating mode we will use diffusion 
approximation method.  The choice of this research 
method is caused by fact that imitating modeling of 
communication systems at self-similar traffic influence 
demands very big time for modeling [1] and not always 
leads to unambiguously interpreted results. Therefore H. 
Kobayashi work has been taken as a basis for this research.  

Communication system model is presented in the 
form of a server, which has intensity of query service equal 
to 1µ . Terminal subsystem sends queries to server input. 
Queries processed by server come back to the terminal 

system which processes them with intensity 2µ . Overall 
number of queries circulating in the system is equal to N. 
Thus, we have closed loop system. This model can be 
considered as an equivalent of server model with limited N 
size of queries buffer memory, which accepts a stream of 
queries on its input.  

Query stream can be arbitrary, and intervals 
characteristics between queries are defined only by the first 
moment 2µ  and dispersion 2

2σ  of returned to the terminal 
system queries processing.  

It is known, that one of the self-similar traffic models 
is the stream of queries, which arrival time intervals fits so 
called power-tail distributions. One of important 
characteristics of these distributions is dispersion tending 
to infinity and one of popular laws for such intervals 
description is Pareto distribution. Probability density of 
random variable X in this law can be defined by 
expression: 
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Here x>k and k>0. If 2≤α  then ∞→2σ  but when 

1≤α  both mean and dispersion are tending to infinity.  
In work used by authors it is impossible to strictly 

emulate Pareto law for query intervals distribution 
description. However, in this research was carried out the 
increase of dispersion, and consequently also variation 

coefficient 
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queries. In research it was assumed, that mean is limited, 
but dispersion increases, coming nearer to very great value 
as it takes place to be in self-similar traffic. This is the 
essence of the term "near to self-similar" in the name of 
given article. 

In the considered model work it is believed that in 
terminal system ∞→2

2σ , and const=2µ . The outgoing 
stream of such node, and, hence, the incoming stream of 
server, will be close to self-similar. Input of this system is 
a Poisson stream with intensity 1µ  and terminal system 
load coefficientψ . 

Let's imagine a cyclic system where processing times 
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on terminal i are subordinated to distribution law with 
mean iµ  and variation coefficient ic , i=1,2. System is 
loop-closed, therefore N is total query quantity in the 
system, N=const. Let’s define diffusion process which 
approximates queue length )(1 tn  through x(t). Then 
corresponding diffusion equation will look like 
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Where 21 /2/1 µµα CC +=o , 12 /1/1 µµβ −=o . 
Solving this equation with boundary conditions 
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Where 21 / µµρ = . As a result we have coordinate-
free diffusion equation  
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With two reflecting barriers 0=y  and by = : 
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( ) ( )ρρ −++= 1/21/)1( CCNb . 
Applying the method of "eigenfunction expansion", 

we obtain the following solution for (5): 
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where )(ynΦ  and )( 0ynΦ are eigenfunctions associated 

with eigenvalues nλ : 

[ ] { }yyby nnnnnn λλδλλλΦ sin)/(cos)1(2)(
222 ++⋅=  и 

bnn /πλ = , а ,...3,2,1=n . 
The first term of (8) represents the steady-state 

probability and the second term gives the transient part in 
terms of eigenfunction expansion. Note that (8) satisfies 
the initial condition 0yy = , i.e. )();,( 00 yyyy −= δτρ , 

since the delta function is expressed in terms of the 
eigenfunctions. The second term of (8) is an infinite series, 
but can be well approximated by finite terms, since the 
factor )2/exp( 2τλn−  approaches zero as n increases. 

 
Average number of queries and denial of service 
probability 
 

Let's present research results of an average number of 
queries and query denial of service probabilities depending 
on time of transient. 

Let’s consider a case when utilization factor is equal 
to 75,0=ρ . Fig. 1 shows dependence of number of 
queries in the buffer and Fig. 2 – denial of service 
probability. 
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Fig. 1. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=С2=1, 75,0=ρ  
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Fig. 2. Denial of service probability, С1=С2=1, 75,0=ρ  

 
And now, for contrast, we will show a picture of 

transient for С2=50 (Fig. 3, 4). 
Note, that in figures for presentation the smoothed 

curves without oscillatory processes which actually take 
place are shown. In all figures three curves corresponding 
initial distribution of number of queries between a server 
and terminal system are presented. 

Now let’s address to the graphs describing behaviour 
of analyzed parameters when 95,0=ρ . 

(8)
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Fig. 3. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=1, С2=50, 75,0=ρ  
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Fig. 4. Denial of service probability, С1=1, С2=50, 75,0=ρ  
 

In Fig. 5 we can see number of queries in the buffer 
and in Fig. 6 denial of service probability. The given 
graphs concern to a case of the elementary entrance stream 
of queries. 
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Fig. 5. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=С2=1, 95,0=ρ  

 
For contrast Fig. 7 shows the number of queries in the 

buffer in a transitive mode, and Fig. 8 shows probability of 
denial of service when the input stream of queries has the 
increased dispersion (C2=50) i.e. it’s coming nearer to 
self-similar. 
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Fig. 6. Denial of service probability, С1=С2=1, 95,0=ρ  
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Fig. 7. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=1, С2=50, 95,0=ρ  
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Fig. 8. Denial of service probability, С1=1, С2=50, 95,0=ρ  
 

The obtained results allow to make conclusions on 
character of behaviour of a server work depending on an 
input stream variation factor C2 increase, i.e. at its 
approach the self-similar traffic, characterized by C2 
tending to infinity. 

Note that in this work 
2

1
µ
µ

ρ =  <1 is the attitude of 

query processing intensity on a server to intensity of their 
receipt from terminal system, not the other way, as it is 
often done! 

The general conclusion turns out following: while 
variation coefficient increases, the average number of. 
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Table 1. Experimental data 
С2 1 2 5 10 20 50 

n(С2) 75,0=ρ  2,26 2,81 4,286 5,6 5,61 5,63 

n(C2) 95,0=ρ  2,84 3,3 4,1 5,0 5,50 5,52 
 

Table 2. Experimental data 
С2 1 2 5 10 20 50 

)2(CPreject 75,0=ρ  0,034 0,027 0,044 0,09 0,095 0,097 

)2(CPreject 95,0=ρ  --- 0,012 0,036 0,068 0,091 0,092 

 
queries in buffer memory decreases and for both cases of 
utilization remains practically identical, even at 
achievement of variation coefficient equal to 50 (С2=50). 

Denial of service probability also decreases while C2 
increases. 

Table 1 shows experimental data about number of 
inquiries in buffer memory depending on variation factor 
C2 increase, i.e. at aspiration of the input traffic to self-
similarAs we see from the table, the number of queries in 
buffer memory increases in 2,49 ( 75,0=ρ ) and in 1,94 
times ( 95,0=ρ ) in comparison with a case of the 
elementary input stream, when C2=1. And, the less 
productive server is, the greater number of queries stays in 
buffer memory. 

Table 2 shows experimental data about denial of 
service probability )2(CPreject  depending on variation 
coefficient C2 increase 5 seconds later the server started 
working. 

For the elementary input stream and 95,0=ρ  it was 
not possible to obtain the denial of service probability 
because of its very small value. Therefore let’s compare 
values of denial of service probability for C2=50 in 
relation to a stream, described by variation coefficient 
C2=2. 

The result of comparison shows that in a transitive 
mode denial of service probability sharply increases while 
input stream tends to self-similar, in particular in 3.6 times 
if 75,0=ρ  and 7.7 times if 95,0=ρ . 

Let's note thus, that in all researches it was supposed, 
that query processing time on a server submitted 
exponential distribution law with characteristic value of 
variation coefficient C1=1. 

Different character of behaviour is marked at 1>ρ  
(Fig. 9, 10, 11,12). 
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Fig. 9. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=1, С2=1, 7,1=ρ  
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Fig. 10. Denial of service probability, С1=1, С2=1, 7,1=ρ  
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Fig. 11. Number of queries in the buffer, С1=1, С2=50, 7,1=ρ  
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Fig. 12. Denial of service probability, С1=1, С2=50, 7,1=ρ  
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Conclusions 
 

In this work character of server behaviour in a 
transitive operating mode at near to self-similar input 
stream is analysed. 

It is revealed, that typical parameters for a server – 
number of queries in buffer memory and denial of service 
probability – essentially differ from the similar parameters 
observed in a stationary operating mode. 

In all cases typical parameter values of server work 
differs from the values in case of server work with 
elementary query input stream. 
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